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Three lines of defence
against the economic crisis

1. Measures to deal with the acute
financial crisis

2. Monetary policy

3. Fiscal policy



Conventional wisdom
• Under normal conditions monetary policy and 

the automatic stabilisers of fiscal policy should
be the stabilisation policy tools used

• Discretionary (active) fiscal policy should be 
avoided
- risk of wrong timing
- deficit bias

• The other tools were not sufficient in the current
recession
- zero interest-rate bound

• But weak public finances in many countries
before the crisis



Fiscal balance, per cent of GDP
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Demographic problems
• Budget weakening in the crisis comes on 

top of the demographic challenges
• S2 indicator: necessary permanent 

annual budget improvement in per cent of 
GDP necessary for fulfilment of the 
intertemporal budget constraint of the 
government

• Future budget surpluses must cover
interest payments (or amortisation) of 
outstanding government debt



The S2-indicator on fiscal sustainability
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Government debt dynamics
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Risk of snowball effects
• Doubts on ability to pay leads to higher risk 

premiums
• Higher interest rates cause debt to increase

faster
• GDP grows more slowly

• The debt ratio increases

• Yet higher risk premiums and so on
• Vicious circle

• Non-linear relationship between long-term
government bond interest rates and debt ratio



The relationship between the govern-
ment debt ratio and the long-term
interest rate on government bonds



The large deficits may have
contractive effects on aggregate
demand

• High interest rates

• Households may save more if they expect
future tax rises and government
expenditure cuts
- Ricardian equivalence

• Direct negative aggregate demand effects
of measures to reduce deficits



Debate on exit strategies
• Difficult trade-off between short-run

stabilisation and long-run sustainability

• Less of goal conflicts with changes in 
pension rules (higher retirement age) 
- positive sustainability effect
- income cut first in the future
- credibility?   



Why so big deficits?
• US: mismanagement of fiscal policy under 

Bush
• UK: too large deficits in booms, 

misjudgements, some cheating
• Japan: long period of stagnation
• Ireland and Spain: overheating and the 

Walters critique
• Portugal: long period of deficit problems
• Greece: mismanagement and a lot of 

cheating
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Overheated economies before the crisis



The Walters critique

Outside EMU
• Overheating with 

higher inflation
• Nominal interest rate

is raised more than
inflation

• Real interest rate
(nominal rate minus 
inflation) rises

Inside EMU
• Overheating with 

higher inflation
• Nominal interest rate

remains unchanged
• Real interest rate

(nominal rate minus 
inflation) falls



Stability pact
• Stability pact rules were not followed

- maximum deficit of 3 per cent of GDP 
- maximum 60 per cent of GDP in gross
government debt or diminishing debt

- medium-term objective of ”surplus or
close to balance”

• Loosening of pact in 2005
- lower credibility of sanctions





Discussion on Greece
• Financial aid?

- no-bail-out clause
- financial aid if problems due to events outside
the control of the country

• Moral hazard
- incentives for the country
- more a question of the signalling
system in financial markets

• Mechanism for joint eurozone/IMF financial aid
- much is unclear
- potentially problematic



EMF as a complement/substitute for IMF?

• Risk of political tensions within Europé

• Risk-based fees as with bank guarantees?

• Need to sharpen European fiscal rules
- earlier problems of legitimacy
- too tough sanctions to start with
- pecuniary or non-pecuniary sanctions: loss of
voting rights on certain issues

• National fiscal policy councils with the task of 
monitoring public finances





Conclusions
• Difficult situation in many countries

• There may be no good solutions because of earlier ”sins”

• Stable public finances in Sweden
- but we will be affected by high interest rates in the world economy
and if the upswing is dampened

• Policy mix in other countries: fiscal restraint and continued easy 
monetary policy?

• Reverse assignment in Sweden: monetary tightening and continued
expansionary fiscal policy?

• The problems in the eurozone illustrate problems with a common
currency
- earlier overheating and the Walters critique
- difficult to achieve real depreciations now (lowering of the relative
cost position to improve international competitiveness) 


